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Abstract— Row–column (RC) arrays have the potential1

to yield full 3-D ultrasound imaging with a greatly reduced2

number of elements compared to fully populated arrays.3

They, however, have several challenges due to their special4

geometry. This review article summarizes the current liter-5

ature for RC imaging and demonstrates that full anatomic6

and functional imaging can attain a high quality using7

synthetic aperture (SA) sequences and modified delay-and-8

sum beamforming. Resolution can approach the diffraction9

limit with an isotropic resolution of half a wavelength with10

low sidelobe levels, and the field of view can be expanded11

by using convex or lensed RC probes. GPU beamform-12

ing allows for three orthogonal planes to be beamformed13

at 30 Hz, providing near real-time imaging ideal for posi-14

tioning the probe and improving the operator’s workflow.15

Functional imaging is also attainable using transverse16

oscillation and dedicated SA sequence for tensor velocity17

imaging for revealing the full 3-D velocity vector as a func-18

tion of spatial position and time for both blood velocity and19

tissue motion estimation. Using RC arrays with commercial20

contrast agents can reveal super-resolution imaging (SRI)21

with isotropic resolution below 20 μm. RC arrays can, thus,22

yield full 3-D imaging at high resolution, contrast, and volu-23

metric rates for both anatomic and functional imaging with24

the same number of receive channels as current commercial25

1-D arrays.26

Index Terms— Beam forming, row-column (RC) arrays,27

super resolution, ultrasound, velocity measurement.
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I. INTRODUCTION 28

CURRENTLY, 2-D ultrasound imaging is mostly con- 29

ducted using 1-D array transducers with 192–256 ele- 30

ments, which are employed to dynamically focus on the 31

image. Digital beamformers are used, where the signal from 32

each transducer element is sampled at 4–8 times the center 33

frequency for sampling rates between 12 and 60 MHz. A fully 34

populated 15-MHz array with 256 channels will, thus, give 35

data rates up to 30.7 GB/s, which are beamformed in real 36

time. Currently, most arrays have a fixed geometric focus in 37

the elevation plane (orthogonal to the imaging plane), and 38

the focusing is often poor in this direction, underlining the 39

necessity for 3-D focusing and imaging. 40

Attaining 3-D ultrasound images requires electronic steering 41

in both the azimuth and elevation directions to allow dynamic 42

focusing along all three directions (axial, azimuth, and ele- 43

vation). Matrix arrays were early conceived as they allow 44

full control in both directions in both transmit and receive. 45

However, it creates another practical problem as the number 46

of channels increased quadratically with the side length of 47

the array assuming a square array aperture. A straightforward 48

translation to 3-D would give arrays with 192 × 192 = 36 864 49

elements or 256 × 256 = 65 536 elements yielding data rates 50

of 2560 GB/s, which is clearly not possible to process in real 51

time. This has been solved by making sparse matrix probes, 52

where only part of the elements are connected resulting in 53

higher sidelobe levels [1]–[6]. A second approach is to make 54

micro-beamforming in the handle to reduce the amount of 55

data. Philips has introduced the fully sampled matrix phased 56

array x-matrix probe shown in Fig. 1 with 9212 elements, 57

which potentially could have 96 × 96 elements. Such a probe 58

can be steered in both directions, and this necessitates an 59

element size of half a wavelength λ given by 60

λ = c/ f0 (1) 61

where c is the speed of sound (1540 m/s in tissue) and f0 is the 62

transducer center frequency. In this case for a 3-MHz probe, 63

the element size is 250 μm and the side length of the probe is 64

48λ = 24 mm. Much of the beamforming is performed in the 65

transducer handle to reduce the amount of data coming out of 66
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Fig. 1. Fully populated matrix array from Philips with beamforming in
the handle. The probe has 9, 212 active elements, but note that the plug
can only handle 256 simultaneous connections.

the probe to probably 256 channels, making this an extremely67

complex and expensive probe to develop and manufacture.68

The focusing ability of ultrasound probes is related to69

their size and imaging depth. The full-width at half-maximum70

(FWHM) of the point spread function (PSF) is71

FWHM = λF# = λ
D

W
(2)72

where D is the imaging depth, W is the aperture width, and73

F# is the F-number, in which its lowest theoretical value is74

1/2 (the diffraction limit). The best possible attainable lateral75

resolution is, thus, λ/2. For the Philips probe, this can only be76

attained down to 12 mm, and after 48 mm, the resolution goes77

beyond 2λ, which is considered as the resolution limit for an78

acceptable ultrasound image. In cardiology, a lower resolution79

has to be accepted due to the narrow space between the ribs,80

which prevents the use of larger probes when scanning the81

heart. In other applications with a wider acoustic window, such82

resolution is not acceptable.83

In other clinical specialties, the matrix probe should be84

larger, further increasing the amount of elements and the85

complexity of the probes. In general, the lateral resolution in86

the two planes scales with the side length of the probe, and87

increasing the resolution by two will quadruple the number88

of probe elements. Matrix probes are, thus, not an optimal89

approach for attaining a high image quality, and conventional90

1-D array probes have a poor out-of-plane resolution limiting91

their ability to visualize small objects when they are not at92

the elevation focus. Other solutions for optimal imaging are93

therefore needed.94

A. History of RC Imaging95

A possible solution to these problems is to employ96

row–column (RC) array probes [7]–[25]. Here, the matrix97

elements are addressed as either rows or columns, as shown in98

Fig. 2. The amount of connections to an N ×N elements array99

is 2N , reducing the amount of connections by N/2, which100

for a 256 × 256 elements arrays is a factor of 128. Often,101

only rows or columns are used in transmit and the orthogonal102

elements in receive, and suitable multiplexing can therefore103

reduce the scanner connection to N , a further reduction by 2.104

It is, thus, possible to have very large RC arrays without the105

amount of connections to the array getting prohibitively large.106

The consequence of this is a theoretical focusing capability,107

which is much better than for a fully populated array, as the108

Fig. 2. Row–column-addressed 2-D transducer array can be interpreted
as two orthogonal 1-D arrays. A 2-D transducer array is shown in the right,
where each transducer element is addressed by its row or column index,
effectively creating the two arrays shown to the left (from [24]).

width of the array is larger, and the FWHM is correspondingly 109

smaller. 110

The area of the array scales quadratically with the side 111

length or element count, which is beneficial for the transmitted 112

pressure and the received energy. RC probes can therefore have 113

an increased penetration depth compared to other probes as 114

demonstrated in [26]. 115

The initial idea of RC arrays was presented by Morton 116

and Lockwood [7] at Queen’s University, Kingston, ON, 117

Canada, with simulations of a convex array for revealing the 118

imaging area and PSF. Further simulations were given in [17]. 119

Fabrication of such an array and data from its use was given 120

in [27]. 121

The group by Daher and Yen [9] at the University of 122

Southern California, Los Angeles, CA, USA, has also fabri- 123

cated a number of arrays and extensively investigated their 124

performance. Initial simulations of a 256 × 256 RC array 125

were presented in [8] with more extensive simulations in [9]. 126

Results from a 64 × 64 PZT array operating at 5.6 MHz were 127

shown in [10] and later for an impressive 256×256 PZT array 128

operating at 6.4 MHz with a size of 40 mm × 40 mm [12]. 129

More results from a cyst phantom were presented in [13] and 130

a full overview of the results are given in [16]. A spatial 131

compounding method for RC arrays used on the 256 × 256 132
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PZT array is described in [14]. Examples of a 32×32 elements133

capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducer (CMUT) array134

with a center frequency of 5.45 MHz along with another 32×135

32 elements array operating at center frequency of 12 MHz136

were presented in [15] and [18], showing that high-frequency137

and high-bandwidth RC arrays can be fabricated in the CMUT138

technology.139

A novel approach similar to RC arrays for 3-D imaging was140

presented by the group at Roma Tre University, Rome, Italy,141

using the concept of a criss-cross array [11], where a CMUT142

array with two spatially superimposed linear orthogonal arrays143

was investigated. This yields 2N connections and an imaging144

example using two emissions to reduce grating lobes was pre-145

sented. A fabricated CMUT prototype with overlapping arrays146

was presented in [28] with 120 + 120 elements, and imaging147

was conducted using the ULA-OP scanner [29]. Focusing in148

the orthogonal plane was attained by approximating a Fresnel149

lens using a varying bias voltage across elements.150

Zemp et al. [30] at the University of Alberta, Edmonton,151

AB, Canada, have also developed a series of RC probes often152

under the name TOBE: top-orthogonal-to-bottom electrode.153

The feasibility and fabrication of such an array was presented154

in [30] for a 64 × 64 elements array fabricated in the CMUT155

technology with more details in [23]. Its use for photoacoustic156

imaging was demonstrated in [31] using a laser for exci-157

tation and synthetic aperture (SA) imaging for creating the158

image. Chee and Zemp [32] described an advanced modulation159

scheme, where a combination of individual elements could be160

acquired simultaneously for the CMUT TOBE array. Other161

combinations of this scheme were presented in [33] and [34],162

and results with sidelobes below 45 dB were attained. Recent163

results for a 10-MHz 64 × 64 elements electrostrictive array164

using the Hadamard encoding in transmit for an increased165

signal-to-noise ratio and SA focusing were presented in [35]166

and for 30 MHz in [36], demonstrating the good image quality167

of these arrays and imaging schemes.168

Flesch et al. [37] at the Institut Langevin, Paris, France,169

have also worked extensively with RC arrays, especially for170

flow estimation and super-resolution imaging (SRI). A plane171

wave compounding scheme was described and used for power172

Doppler imaging (detecting the presence of flow). Using that173

scheme for flow imaging has unfortunately revealed fairly174

high grating lobes [38]. The approach has also been used for175

imaging a rat brain in [39] and [40] using a 15-MHz 128×128176

PZT array.177

Our group in Denmark has worked extensively with RC178

arrays for the last ten years within anatomic and functional179

imaging primarily based on SA sequences. We have also fabri-180

cated a range of RC probes, including PZT- and CMUT-based181

devices [41], and developed fabrication schemes for diverging182

lenses and probes with integrated lenses [42], [43]. The various183

results and possibilities will be presented in the following. The184

challenges of using the RC array are detailed in Section II,185

the possibilities for making anatomic images are shown in186

Section III, and the blood velocity estimation is presented in187

Section V. A method for SRI is presented in Section VI, and188

a discussion of the benefits, challenges, and future potential is 189

presented in Section VII. 190

II. CHALLENGES FOR RC IMAGING 191

RC arrays have a number of challenges, which have to 192

be addressed before high-quality imaging, can be performed. 193

As for all ultrasound imaging schemes, data can be acquired 194

in principally two different ways: focused emissions or broad 195

insonation of the region of interest. The first option will, for 196

3-D imaging, give an unacceptably low volume rate, unless 197

multiple lines are beamformed in receive as in the early 198

approaches to volumetric imaging [44], [45]. The second 199

approach broadly insonates the volume of interest using cylin- 200

drical or plane waves, which decouples the frame rate and the 201

number of image lines. Examples of such imaging will be 202

given in Section III. 203

A second challenge is the large elements. In ordinary imag- 204

ing, the elements can be considered point sources and delay- 205

and-sum beamforming is employed based on the geometric 206

distance from emissions through the imaging point to the 207

receiving element. For an RC array, the elements are large, 208

and this changes the emitted field and the calculation of delays. 209

The long elements will give rise to an emitted field, which can 210

be considered a plane wave along the length of the element and 211

a circular wave across the element or essentially a cylindrical- 212

shaped wave. This should be taken into consideration when 213

predicting the wavefront’s position in focusing on the image, 214

as is done in the beamformers described in [24]. The focusing 215

calculation in the two orthogonal planes is shown in Fig. 3 for 216

the time-of-flight (ToF) calculation. A precise mathematical 217

description of this can be found in [24]. 218

The large-size elements only make it possible to image in 219

the rectangular region below the probe, and the beam cannot 220

be steered outside this region for pulse-echo imaging. How to 221

solve this problem is described in Section IV-B on lensed and 222

convex RC arrays. 223

A third challenge from the long elements is the edge waves 224

generated at the ends of the element. The long elements 225

will delay these edge waves significantly compared to the 226

main wave, and this leads to ghost echos after the main 227

PSF, as shown in Fig. 4. The top image shows the PSF 228

for a 62 × 62 elements array, where edge echoes are seen 229

after the main response. This can be avoided by introducing 230

a roll-off apodization at the edge of the elements to taper 231

off their end response and reduce edge artifacts. This has 232

been employed on the bottom figure, where the ghost echoes 233

disappear. 234

The major benefit of the RC arrays is of course their size, 235

which benefits their focusing ability and penetration depth. 236

This is shown in Fig. 5, where they are compared to both 237

fully populated arrays and sparse Mills cross arrays [46]. The 238

area, corresponding to penetration depth, is always larger for 239

RC arrays and the side length is the same as for the most 240

sparse 2-D array, yielding a comparable FWHM resolution. 241

The RC arrays, thus, attain both a good penetration depth and 242

a narrow focus. 243
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Fig. 3. ToF illustration of a focused emission. The vector sf connects the first source line element that is excited with the focal line f. fp is the vector
from the nearest point on the focal line to the point being beamformed (p), and prn is the vector from p to the nearest point on the receive line
element ri . On the left, the setup is sliced orthogonal to the transmitting line elements and parallel with the receiving line elements. On the right, the
setup is sliced parallel with the transmitting line elements and orthogonal to the receiving line elements. The focal zone f on the left looks like a focal
point, but on the right, it is seen to be a focal line (text and figure from [24]).

RC arrays, however, have several issues to address to attain244

high-quality imaging, including that the contrast of the images245

is often slightly lower than for current 2-D scanners. These246

issues are described in the following, starting with the general247

principles of SA imaging, which is needed to attain an optimal248

image quality and a high volume imaging rate.249

III. ANATOMIC IMAGING250

RC arrays can be used in two fundamentally different ways:251

using focused emissions or using SA imaging with circular or252

plane emissions. The first necessitates that the image lines are253

acquired one at a time, and for a volume with 100×100 lines,254

this often takes more than a second. The preferred method is255

therefore to use SA imaging, where dynamic transmit focusing256

is attained by emitting with a number of broadly insonifying257

beams and by receiving with the orthogonal array elements258

for dynamic receive focusing. Emitting with waves that are259

plane in both directions and tilted along the steerable direction,260

also called ultrafast imaging, has been studied in [37], [38],261

and [47], which, however, seems to give fairly high sidelobe262

and grating lobes.263

The second wave type is circular waves, which are plane264

along the long direction of the transmit element and circular in265

the orthogonal direction. These virtual sources can have a neg-266

ative F-number for a diverging wave, or they can be focused267

on increasing the transmitted pressure. Both focus placements268

seek to acquire data suitable for creating a synthetic transmit269

aperture. Synthetic transmit aperture imaging can be used for270

improving the image quality by having dynamic focusing in271

both transmit and receive [48]. The imaging is performed by272

circular transmission with a single or a collection of elements.273

The origo of the wave is therefore known precisely and can274

be used in the beamformation. The scattered signal is then275

received by all elements of the orthogonal transducer elements. 276

The path from transmission to reception can, thus, be precisely 277

calculated. A full volumetric image of the object is focused for 278

each emission as the whole image volume is insonified. This 279

is a low-resolution volume, as it is only focused in transmit. 280

Repeating the process for a number of virtual sources and 281

summing all the low-resolution volumes will yield a high- 282

resolution volume, which is dynamically focused on both 283

transmit and receive. 284

The spread of the virtual sources and the corresponding 285

largest distance span will determine the FWHM attainable in 286

the transmit direction and correspondingly, the spread of the 287

receive elements will determine the FWHM in the orthogonal 288

direction. The contrast for the resulting PSF is determined by 289

the number of transmit sources and the number of receiving 290

elements. Currently, the best image quality is attained by 291

emitting with a virtual source in one direction and then 292

receiving with the orthogonal elements. SA focusing will 293

then yield the optimal PSF if the beamformer described in 294

Section IV-A is employed. Often a group of elements is used 295

as emitters to increase the emitted energy [49], [50], and the 296

effective width of the aperture is then reduced by the number 297

of elements in the virtual source. 298

The focusing ability is also dependent on how many receiv- 299

ing element that can contribute to the receive focusing, which 300

is determined by the acceptance angle given by [51] 301

α = 2 arctan
1

2F#
. 302

A wide element will restrict the acceptance angle and increase 303

the possible F-number. The minimum attainable F-number 304

of 0.5 is obtained when the element has a size of half a 305

wavelength. This also applies for the transmitting elements, 306

and the ideal pitch of the RC array is, thus, λ/2. 307
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Fig. 4. PSF for two 64 × 64 simulated RC arrays at (x, y, z) =
(8, 3, 30) mm. (a) PSF of a standard nonapodized transducer array.
(b) PSF of a transducer array with integrated roll-off apodization. The
main response of the PSFs is practically identical, but the ghost echoes
of the roll-off apodized array are greatly suppressed compared to the
nonapodized standard array (from [24]).

A. B-Mode Performance of RC Arrays308

An example of the PSF and image quality obtainable from309

a 6-MHz Vermon 128 × 128 elements RC array is shown310

in Fig. 6. An SA sequence with 96 row emissions followed311

by 96 column emissions were made using an F-number of312

−0.7 with 32 elements and Hanning apodization in transmit.313

The scattered signals were received on all 128 orthogonal314

elements. This was beamformed with an F-number of 0.7 and315

a Hanning apodization for both transmit and receive. Imaging316

was conducted on a 3-D printed PSF phantom [52] with317

scattering cavities in a 6×4×4 grid with a 2.05-mm spacing in318

all three directions. The scatterers are 205 μm wide along the319

x- and y-axes, but only 80 μm in the z-direction. A Verasonics320

Vantage 256 scanner was used for the measurements shown321

on the top row in Fig. 6, and Field II [53], [54] was used for322

the corresponding simulation shown in the second row.323

An isotropic resolution of (1.05λ, 1.10λ, 0.62λ) = (x, y, z)324

is attained for the measured data, and a similar performance325

is seen for the simulated data. The data are also compared to326

a simulated 6-MHz linear array translated over the aperture327

in steps of 0.2 mm obtaining 100 images. A 12 emissions’328

SA sequence was used, and the images from this volumetric329

scanning are seen in the third row. The linear array probe has330

Fig. 5. Comparison of resolution (top) and array size (bottom) between
an RC, a fully populated, and the Mills cross array (from [26]).

an elevation resolution determined by the geometric elevation 331

focus at 22 mm with an F-number of 4.4, and the four rows 332

of point scatterers can therefore not be differentiated due 333

to the fixed elevation focus. The acquisition of the linear 334

array dataset necessitated 12 × 100 = 1200 emissions and 335

mechanical translation, whereas the RC dataset used 192 emis- 336

sions corresponding to a normal focused linear array image. 337

A volume rate of 52 Hz can therefore be attained down to a 338

depth of 7 cm. 339

Finally, the bottom row in Fig. 6 shows the in vivo images 340

of a Sprague-Dawley rat kidney. The dynamic range is 60 dB 341

and an isotropic speckle pattern is seen in all three imaging 342

planes due to SA imaging, a constant F-number throughout 343

the image, and the large size of the RC array. 344

Resolution as a function of depth is visualized on the two 345

left columns in Fig. 7, where points are seen in the xz planes 346

and the wires in the yz-direction. The array has also been 347

used for scanning a tissue-mimicking cyst phantom with an 348

attenuation of 0.5 dB/[MHz·cm], as shown in the two right 349

most columns in Fig. 7. The cyst size diameters are 2.0, 4.0, 350

and 8.0 mm. The 2-mm cysts can clearly be seen down to 351

50 mm, and the 4- and 8-mm cysts are visible down to the 352

penetration depth of 110 mm. 353
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Fig. 6. PSFs obtained from a 3-D printed phantom with isolated point targets using a 6-MHz Vermon 128 × 128 elements RC array with λ pitch.
The top row shows the measured images in the xz, yz, and yx planes (left to right). The corresponding simulated data from the phantoms are shown
in the next row. Simulated data for a linear array probe translated across the phantom are shown in the next row for a GE 6-MHz linear array using
an SA sequence. The bottom row shows the images of a rat kidney in all three planes.

The array used here is far from optimal for SA imaging.354

No edge apodization is included in the array and the probe355

pitch is λ, which limits the acceptance angle in both transmit356

and receive. An optimal array with both these properties357

does currently not exist and can therefore only be simulated.358

The optimal resolution possible using SA imaging for a359

192 × 192 elements RC array has been simulated for two360

types of arrays in [55]. Both have λ/2 pitch for optimal361

imaging with geometries shown in Fig. 8, where the first is a362

traditional rectangular grid array and the other is an interwoven 363

array for increasing the active area of the array. The second 364

array is only possible to manufacture with silicon CMUT 365

fabrication processes, whereas the first array can be made 366

using the traditional PZT technology. The long elements are 367

edge apodized to avoid the ghost artifacts after the PSFs. 368

Imaging is conducted by emitting with one element at a 369

time and receiving with the orthogonal elements, so a full 370

volume uses 192 emissions, which is the same as for normal 371
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Fig. 7. Two left columns: orthogonal wire phantom images for the Vermon RC probe for a matrix wire phantom with two rows of wires stretch
out along the y-direction. Two right columns: orthogonal cyst phantom images for the Vermon RC probe for a tissue-mimicking phantom with an
acoustical attenuation of 0.5 dB/[MHz·cm].

Fig. 8. Simulation setup. To the left, the straight element RC array is
visualized. The cells have λ/2 spacing, which matches the interelement
spacing. The interwoven structure is visualized to the right. The red lines
symbolize the assumed acoustic center of the column elements, the
green likewise for the rows (from [55]).

linear array imaging, but here, the full volume is acquired and372

perfectly focused in all three directions.373

The PSFs for the arrays were simulated in Field II and the374

quantitative numbers for FWHM and contrast are shown in375

Table I. It can be seen that the resolution is very close to376

an ideal obtainable resolution of λ/2 for SA focusing and a377

good contrast is also obtained. Full apodization in transmit and378

receive has not been employed, and this is why the PSFs are379

not round and have edge effect artifact, which can be avoided380

with proper apodization. The contrast is slightly lower than for381

TABLE I
ESTIMATED METRICS FOR THE SIMULATED PSFS FOR THE TWO

192 × 192 ELEMENTS RCAS (FROM [55])

normal SA imaging 1-D arrays, due to the switching between 382

rows and columns in transmit and receive. 383

IV. IMAGING PENETRATION FOR RC ARRAYS 384

The large active area of the RC probe is advantageous for 385

attaining a large penetration depth, defined as the imaging 386

depth, where the signal-to-noise ratio attains a value of 0 dB. 387

This is shown in Fig. 9, where the 128 × 128 elements 388

Vermon RC array was used for imaging a cyst phantom with 389

an attenuation of 0.5 dB/[MHz·cm]. The 6-MHz PZT array 390

attains a penetration down to 11 cm or 428λ when using only 391

32 elements in transmit using an F-number of −1. Similar 392

results have been attained in [26] for two 62 × 62 elements 393

RC arrays, one fabricated using CMUT technology, and one 394

traditional PZT array. The 3-MHz PZT array attained a pen- 395

etration down to 14 cm when using only a single element in 396

transmit, whereas using an F-number of 1 or −1 gave predicted 397

penetration depths of 25–30 cm, considerably more than the 398

conventional array’s penetration of 300λ–400λ (15–20 cm). 399

Here, it should also be kept in mind that these are first version 400
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Fig. 9. SNR of the Vermon RC probe for a tissue-mimicking phantom
with an acoustical attenuation of 0.5 dB/[MHz·cm] for the images shown
in Fig. 7. The wavelength λ for soft tissue is 0.257 mm for the 6-MHz
probe, and 400λ corresponds to 102.7 mm. The penetration depth when
the SNR is 0 dB is roughly 550λ corresponding to 141 mm.

prototype arrays, the experimental scanner SARUS [56] was401

used, and the arrays were fairly small (62 × 62 elements,402

λ/2 pitch). A more realistic array with 256 × 256 elements403

would have a 16 times larger surface area, and using a better404

prototype and scanner would also significantly increase the405

penetration depth. This can be translated to imaging with a406

higher center frequency if the large penetration depth is not407

needed, which would increase resolution in all three directions408

proportionally to the wavelength. For the 62×62 elements PZT409

probe using an F-number of −1, the measured mechanical410

index (MI) was 0.67 and the derated spatial-peak-temporal411

average intensity Ispta was 0.53 mW/cm. The allowable limits412

for MI is 1.9 and 720 mW/cm for Ispta for peripheral ves-413

sels [57]. It is, thus, possible also to increase the transmitted414

pressure by a factor of 3, and the limit on Ispta can essentially415

not be reached, showing the further potential for increasing416

the signal-to-noise ratio.417

A. Beamforming Implementations418

Beamforming of RC data must consider the long and narrow419

elements, where the emitted field is a plane wave along the420

long side and a circular wave in the orthogonal direction,421

as shown in Fig. 3. The left figure illustrates a focused422

emission at sf in the yz plane and the emission of the plane423

wave in the xz plane, so the emitted field is described as a424

focal line and not as a focal point. The ToF calculation has425

to take this into account, where the transmit time is from the426

transducer surface to the focal line and from the focal line427

to the field point fp. The time to reception is then from fp428

to the center of the receiving elements. The projection of the429

distances to the long elements is shown in Fig. 10. A more430

detailed explanation and the exact equations can be found431

in [24].432

The importance of replacing the delay calculation with433

the specifics for the RC array rather than the traditional434

Fig. 10. Projection of the point p onto the line segment ab. l is the
distance from a to the projected point and d is the shortest distance from
p to ab (from [24]).

Fig. 11. B-mode images of a wire phantom beamformed with a conven-
tional beamformer (top) and with the proposed line element beamformer
(bottom). The dashed lines indicate the location of the wire phantom.
The B-mode images are shown with a dynamic range of 40dB. When
using a conventional beamformer, the B-mode is seen to be geometrically
distorted (from [24]).

spherical delay calculation is shown in Fig. 11, where the 435

received signal quickly attains the wrong geometric position, 436

if the new calculation method is not employed. This can 437

both lead to the geometric distortion shown but also leads 438

to a diminished resolution and contrast, if not implemented 439

properly. 440

Efficient implementations of this type of beamforming have 441

been developed for a GPU in [58] and [59]. The software 442

is written under the CUDA environment and takes in radio 443

frequency (RF) data from the RC channels and then yields a 444

focused line, image, or volume. The beamformer is parametric 445

and can be used for very large volumes only limited by the 446

RAM of the GPU card. An example of performance for a 447

state-of-the-art Titan V Nvidia card is shown in Fig. 12. This 448

roughly corresponds to the newer Nvidia GTX 3090 card. 449

This GPU can attain a beamforming performance of around 450

40 Gsamples/s. Two intersecting B-mode images with 96 lines 451

containing 512 samples for a 192×192 elements RC array can, 452

thus, be beamformed with a frame rate around 30 Hz when 453

64 emissions are used for creating the volume. A full volume 454

with 96 × 96 lines can be beamformed in 1.45 s. It is, thus, 455

possible to make real-time scanning and plane visualization 456

with a state-of-the-art GPU card, and the full volume can be 457

beamformed in a reasonable time for off-line visualization and 458

inspection. 459
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Fig. 12. Throughput as a function of number of low-resolution images
for the CUDA beamformer on the TITAN V GPU with single-precision
calculations. (a) and (b) Throughputs for the shallow phantom and
(c) and (d) deep phantom. (a) and (c) Cross planes and (b) and (d) full
volumes. The colored lines show performance for 64 or 192 receiving
elements and for real or complex (cplx) sample values (from [58]).

Fig. 13. Relative transmit and receive pressure fields at a radial distance
of 80 mm for azimuth and elevation steering angles from −45◦ to 45◦.
The imaging area is the intersection of these two fields, which is the
rectilinear forward-looking box and the curvilinear forward-looking region
in front of the transducer using a lens with f� = −1 (from [60]). (a) Flat
RC array. (b) Curved RC array.

B. Lensed RC Imaging460

Currently, flat RC probes can only image in the rectilinear461

region below the active transducer surface. This is acceptable462

for small parts imaging near the probe surface, but for abdom-463

inal or cardiac imaging, the field of view is too limited and464

has to be expanded. This can be attained using either a lens465

in front of the probe or by fabricating a convex probe. The466

imaging region is shown in Fig. 13 for both a flat and a lensed467

array, which expands the usable field of view. The flat array is468

restricted by the large elements, which limits the field along469

the element length, and the combination of transmitting with,470

e.g., the rows and receiving with the orthogonal elements gives471

a field of view, which is the intersection of the two limited472

regions. This is expanded by the diverging lens, as shown in473

the right figure.474

Lensed RC probes are in the early stage of development,475

and very few results have so far been published [60], [61].476

The results are based on concave lenses attached to the477

62 × 62 element probe described before [24], [25], and it is478

needed to modify the beamforming geometry to include this479

in the delay calculations. Fig. 14 shows how the diverging480

lens changes the ToF, which has to be accounted for in the481

beamformer as described in [60].482

Fig. 14. ToF of a wavefront is given by the shortest distance from the
source sm to the point being focused p and back to the receiving element
rn, divided by the speed of sound (from [60]).

The diverging lens beamformer has been simulated for both 483

point and cyst phantoms with good results demonstrating the 484

larger field of view. The same general trend is seen for the cyst 485

phantom simulations, where a larger field of view is attained 486

along with a good contrast in the image [60]. Lenses for the 487

62 × 62 elements RC array have been fabricated and tested 488

on the arrays. Results for wire and cyst phantoms have been 489

measured and processed and are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. 490

They both show similar results as for the simulations that an 491

increased field of view is attained along with good focusing 492

abilities and an acceptable contrast. More results and details 493

can be found in [61]. 494

The current equations in the lensed beamformer give rea- 495

sonable results, but it has been shown that ray-tracing theory 496

can further enhance the quality of the results and increase the 497

field of view [62]. This should be further investigated and 498

incorporated in the beamformers. 499

C. Convex RC Imaging 500

An obvious method to avoid making a lens would be to 501

shape the RC probe in a double curved, convex shape as 502

suggested in [17]. The SA sequence developed for flat RC 503

arrays would be nearly directly applicable to a convex array, 504

where the beamforming then would take the geometry into 505

account. Such arrays would have many benefits for abdominal 506

ultrasound imaging. Their footprint could be made quite large, 507

which ensures a low F-number even for large depths. The 508

large size would also ensure a large penetration depth, as the 509

emitted energy is distributed over a large area keeping MI low 510

but still acquiring the returned energy from a large surface. 511

Démoré et al. [17] demonstrated that a 128 × 128 RC convex 512

array could cover at 60◦ × 60◦ sector with a good image 513

quality using their imaging scheme. 514

V. FLOW IMAGING 515

Current commercial scanners can all display the velocity of 516

blood in the human circulation. The blood motion is detected 517
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Fig. 15. Examples of a wire grid phantom imaged without and with different lenses are shown using a 30 dB dynamic range, (a) without lens,
(b) for the 25.4 mm radius lens, and (c) for the 12.7 mm radius lens (modified from [61]).

Fig. 16. Hollow cyst phantom images with both lenses are shown using a 40 dB dynamic range, (a) without lens, (b) for the 25.4 mm radius lens,
and (c) for the 12.7 mm radius lens (modified from [61]).

by estimating the positional shift between two emissions using518

correlation-based estimators finding either the phase or the519

time shift [63]. These methods are well established and widely520

used in the clinical for quantifying vascular diseases. They,521

however, have several drawbacks. The detected shift is only in522

direction of the ultrasound beam, and most vessels run parallel523

to the skin surface, so the least important velocity component524

is detected. This is often remedied by titling the ultrasound525

beam and introducing angle compensation methods. These are526

unreliable for angles close to 90◦, and for complicated vessel527

geometries, the angle will vary as a function of space and528

time precluding a single angle correction factor. This has been529

remedied by introducing vector flow imaging (VFI) in a num-530

ber of methods [64], [65]. One VFI method uses the transverse531

oscillation approach where an oscillation perpendicular to the532

ultrasound beam is introduced during receive beamforming,533

and the shift in the lateral direction can then be estimated534

yielding the full 2-D velocity vector [66], [67]. This has been535

shown in a number of clinical studies to give improved flow536

estimates, which are more consistent and easier to use for537

medical doctors [68].538

A. Tensor Velocity Imaging539

The VFI approach gives consistent results for flow in540

the 2-D plane but neglects the out-of-plane component. The541

approach has therefore been translated to RC arrays for 542

both traditionally focused emissions [69], [70] and for a fast 543

SA-based approach [71], [72] using interleaved SA imag- 544

ing [73], [74]. Here, the full 3-D blood velocity is estimated 545

in the volume for each time instance for full tensor velocity 546

imaging (TVI). The probe can be placed to just cover the 547

vessel, and the full velocity vector is estimated for any position 548

in the volume with hundreds of estimates per second. 549

An example of TVI is shown in Fig. 17 for measured pulsat- 550

ing flow in a carotid artery phantom, where the arrows indicate 551

the direction and the colors indicate the velocity magnitude. 552

The velocities over time for different positions in the vessel are 553

shown in Fig. 17, showing that the velocity components in all 554

directions can be estimated as a function of time everywhere 555

in the volume. The full 3-D vector velocity field can therefore 556

be acquired for a couple of heartbeats, and the velocity for 557

any place and time can be determined retrospectively after 558

the acquisition has been made, thus increasing the clinical 559

relevance. 560

Further validation of the TVI method was performed using 561

finite element method (FEM) simulations of pulsating flow 562

in an in silico carotid artery phantom [75], where the ground 563

truth is known. Motion correction was employed to improve 564

the estimates [72], and the result is shown in Fig. 18 for both 565

an autocorrelation estimator (left column) and cross correlation 566
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Fig. 17. Pulsating flow in a tissue-mimicking phantom is shown on the left. The flow is visualized using arrows, where color shows velocity magnitude
and the arrows depict velocity direction and magnitude. The middle graph shows all three velocity components vx, vy, vz (red, blue, black) for a point
in the vessel center. The right graph shows the components at a point placed near the vessel wall (modified from [71]).

Fig. 18. TVI using a 62 × 62 elements RC array from simulated data in the carotid artery for two different estimators compared to the ground-truth
finite element data on the right. Arrows indicate direction and magnitude, which is also indicated by the color. A vortex in the upper vessel branch is
seen in the top row, and reverse flow is also present in the bottom row (from [75]).

estimator (middle column) and for the ground-truth FEM567

data. The estimates were found using an fprf of 20 kHz and568

only 62 receive channels. In general, the relative standard569

deviation and bias were below 5% in most cases, yielding570

fully quantitative results independent of the relative position571

between the vessel and the probe.572

VI. SUPER-RESOLUTION IMAGING573

The latest addition to medical ultrasound is SRI, where the574

microvasculature can be visualized down to vessel sizes of575

20–50 μm. This is attained by injecting a standard contrast 576

agent (SonoVue) intravenously and then image the motion 577

of the gas filled bubbles. A sparse distribution of bubbles 578

makes it possible to track individual bubbles and estab- 579

lish their position with micrometer precision [76]–[82]. The 580

data are acquired over minutes and motion correction of 581

the acquired data must be performed to maintain resolu- 582

tion [83]–[89], but as most of the current methods are in two 583

dimensions, they cannot compensate for large motions and 584

out-of-plane motion. 585
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Fig. 19. Super-resolution images of the vasculature in a Sprague-Dawley rat kidney acquired in vivo using the 6 MHz 128 × 128 RC array. SonoVue
was injected intravenously and the data acquired over 135 seconds. The images show the large segmental arteries and veins, the smaller arcuate
vessels, and the small cortical radial vessels extending toward the surface of the kidney. The B-mode images are shown in Fig. 6.

It has been demonstrated that RC probes can also be586

used for SRI [90]. A 3-MHz 62 × 62 elements RC array587

with a half-wavelength pitch was used with an SA pulse588

inversion sequence with 32 positive and 32 negative row589

emissions for acquiring volumetric data using the SARUS590

research ultrasound scanner. Data received on the 62 columns591

were beamformed on a GPU for a maximum volume rate592

of 156 Hz when the pulse repetition frequency was 10 kHz.593

Investigations were performed on 3-D printed point and flow594

micro-phantoms, where the flow micro-phantom contained a595

100-μm radius tube injected with the contrast agent SonoVue.596

The 3-D processing pipeline uses the volumetric envelope data597

to find the bubble’s positions from their interpolated maximum598

signal and yielded a high resolution in all three coordi-599

nates. The localization precision for tracking a 3-D printed600

point phantom was (20.7, 19.8, 9.1) μm in the x-, y-, and601

z-coordinates. The flow micro-phantom had an estimated602

radial precision of 16.5 μm in the yz plane and 23 μm in603

the xz plane [90].604

This approach has been translated to the Vermon 128 ×605

128 array for measurements on a Sprague-Dawley rat kidney.606

An amplitude modulation sequence with three emissions for607

the same virtual source and 48 virtual sources spread out over608

the row elements was employed at a pulse repetition frequency609

of 20 kHz between the three emissions and 1.3 kHz between610

the virtual sources for a volume rate of 24 Hz. A 1:5 dilution611

of SonoVue at an intravenous infusion rate of 55 μl/min612

was employed over the 135-s acquisition. The data were then613

processed with an SRI pipeline as described above, and the614

final 3-D images are shown in Fig. 19 for three different views.615

The volume rate was fairly low, to keep the data rate low to616

enable acquisition over a long period of time. For this shallow617

scanning down to 3 cm, fprf could be maintained at 25 kHz618

for a volume rate of 250 Hz or recursive imaging [91] could619

be used to raise the volume rate to 8.3 kHz.620

This technique makes it possible to visualize the flow in621

vessels with sizes down to 20 μm, which can be used in the622

diagnosis of vascular diseases found along with, e.g., cancer623

and diabetes. The images can both reveal the anatomy of the624

vasculature to reveal vascular rarefaction, neonvascularization,625

increased tortuosity, and so on and give quantitative data for626

the flow to identify changes caused by disease [92], [93].627

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 628

It has been shown that RC arrays essentially can be used for 629

any kind of ultrasound imaging for visualizing the anatomy, 630

blood flow, and tissue motion and performing SRI allowing 631

visualization of the microvasculature and measurement of flow 632

velocities in the microcirculation. The active number of array 633

elements is of the same order as for conventional 1-D arrays, 634

and the number of transmitters and receivers is therefore as 635

for conventional 2-D imaging. Demands on the transmit stage 636

receive data rates, and storage sizes are also the same as for 637

2-D imaging. The number of beamforming operations depends 638

on what should be visualized in terms on planes and volumes, 639

but high-end GPU cards are capable of attaining real-time 640

visualization of orthogonal planes, and 3-D solid volumes can 641

be calculated in seconds [58], [59]. 642

A good B-mode image quality can be attained by using SA 643

sequences with 2 × 96 emissions on a 128 × 128 elements 644

RC array, yielding an isotropic PSF in the region where a 645

constant F-number can be maintained. FWHM can be close to 646

the diffraction limit if the array is optimized for high-quality 647

imaging with edge apodization and a pitch of λ/2. Even the 648

first version substandard arrays with λ pitch and no edge 649

apodization can yield high-quality in vivo images as shown on 650

a rat kidney scan. Comparing these results to traditional 2-D 651

imaging, it should be kept in mind that the yz and xy planes 652

are never shown. These planes for traditional linear arrays 653

with a fixed geometric focusing have very poor resolution, 654

which at the optimal geometric focusing often is 3–5λ and 655

away from this focus can be 10λ–20λ instead of 0.6λ attained 656

here. With the RC arrays, it is, thus, possible to attain an 657

isotropic resolution, and much better imaging with a uniform 658

speckle pattern is possible, where any slice and orientation 659

can be attained retrospectively after the data have been 660

stored. 661

The large size of the arrays, and the use of the full aperture 662

during reception and synthetic transmission, makes the signal- 663

to-noise ratio high. The penetration depth is above 550λ 664

even for low-intensity and low MI transmission and can be 665

increased to be above 800λ for higher pressure transmission 666

surpassing that of conventional 1-D arrays. This is also sur- 667

passing 2-D matrix arrays, as their elements are small and 668
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often sparse arrays have to be used to keep the element count669

manageable.670

TVI can also be obtained using an RC array with671

only 62–128 receiving elements and a transverse oscillation672

approach. The full velocity vector in any direction and at any673

place in the volume can be shown as a function of time.674

Using SA imaging and recursive imaging makes it possible675

to retrospectively probe any location in the volume and see676

the time evolution of the flow. Vortices and complex flow are677

easily visualized for any slice, making quantification easier.678

The method is complex with interleaved emissions, transverse679

oscillation, motion correction, and dedicated beamformers680

and estimators resulting in a high computational load. The681

demands are a factor 62–128 times lower than for a fully682

populated array, and modern GPUs offer thousands of process-683

ing units to make real-time beamforming and estimation684

possible.685

Volumetric SRI can also be attained by RC arrays with a686

resolution down to 15 μm. A long observation over minutes687

is essential to ensure imaging of the smallest vessels, and688

the data rate from the arrays should therefore be low. This689

is very difficult to attain for fully populated or sparse matrix690

arrays due to the many elements, and they are also difficult to691

manufacture due to the small λ/2 pitch elements when the fre-692

quency is high. RC arrays, therefore, have distinct advantages693

for SRI as the data rate corresponds to normal linear arrays,694

and high-frequency arrays are easier to manufacturer and attain695

the needed signal-to-noise ratio for the low MI emissions696

demanded for contrast agents. Here, SA is also beneficial as697

the emitted MI is low, and a good SNR is attained when all698

emissions are combined.699

RC arrays currently also have a number of drawbacks.700

The imaging is now performed by switching between the701

transmitting and receiving aperture, and this necessitates more702

emissions for SA 3-D imaging than what is currently used703

for 2-D SA imaging. Often only 8–12 emissions are needed704

for very high-quality 2-D SA images, whereas 48–96 times705

two emissions are needed for an optimal volumetric image706

quality. New methods for improving this are currently being707

investigated [47]. It should also be possible to develop com-708

bined sequences, where data are acquired for both anatomic709

and functional imaging with an optimal image quality at fast710

volume rates and where both high and low velocities can be711

reliably estimated from the same data. This is an area of active712

research.713

The contrast in 3-D imaging is also poorer than for 2-D714

imaging, and this should be further optimized. This problem is715

also related to the lack of proper arrays. Rasmussen et al. [24]716

showed that edge apodization of the elements is vital for717

avoiding ghost echoes, and the imaging also benefits from718

having λ/2 pitch elements, which very few RC arrays have.719

Having better arrays with the correct geometry will obviously720

improve both image quality and frame rate to mature RC721

technology. The imaging region of current flat arrays is also722

limited to the rectangular region of the transducer footprint.723

This can possibly be solved by employing lensed RC arrays724

or convex RC arrays, but again, proper arrays are lacking and725

should be developed.726

Overall, it can, however, be stated that RC arrays can fulfill 727

all the demands for fast, high-quality volumetric ultrasound 728

imaging. Anatomic, flow, functional, and SRI have all been 729

demonstrated for simulations and phantom measurements and 730

a few in vivo examples. It is our hope that the great potential 731

of general RC imaging will be demonstrated in future clinical 732

trials using optimized arrays. The combination of having a 733

large array capable of having a good focusing, contrast, and 734

penetration depth can, especially for abdominal imaging, lead 735

to high-quality 3-D anatomic and functional images. 736
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